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1 Executive summary  
St Thomas, Haymarket, has participated in the three year Inspired Futures (IF) project to 
develop opportunities for heritage conservation, improvements to facilities and access, and 
explore potential for wider community use. 

The church was selected for specific regeneration support in order to progress their plans to 
find an extended use through engagement and consultation with wider stakeholders for the 
development of partnerships, a review of the options and feasibility of extended use and 
models of operation and governance to support extended use. 

This report outlines the progress the church group have made throughout the IF project, 
acknowledging the key challenges and successes and the type of work undertaken. A key 
development towards the end of the project was the designation of St Thomas’s as a 
Resource Church, and this is a major factor in the current situation of the church. 

Overall, as a result of the IF project regeneration support (and the Resource Church 
development), the church group are now in a stronger position to develop their project, via 
the outputs achieved as outlined below: 

Output Benefit 

GPOW project delivered Building made weathertight and key Quinquennial Inspection 
problems addressed 

Installation of toilets a major asset for the wider use of the 
building 

Activity programme delivered new display elements and 
unlocked new perspectives on how the church could attract 
new audiences 

Governance review (partly 
linked to Resource Church) 

Governance and ownership arrangements clarified, firm 
basis in this respect for future project development 

Engagement with Resource 
Church  

Major partnership which has transformed the future 
sustainability of the building, acted as a conduit to new 
investment in St Thomas’s, facilitated the preparation of a 
detailed Business Planning exercise for the development of 
St Thomas’s, and given the church a new future as a key 
community asset in Newcastle City Centre 

Learning from IF support 
programme 

New skills and confidence in the core St Thomas’s Church 
team, now additionally supported by the Resource Church 
infrastructure 

Partnership review In tandem with the Resource Church, has underpinned the 
potential to develop major new partnerships which will be a 
key part of the ongoing growth and development of St 
Thomas’s including financial and managerial sustainability 

 

Future development of the church is now closely linked to the Resource Church, and the key 
recommendation at this point is for the St Thomas’s team (who will maintain their separate 
identity and service schedule alongside the Resource Church) to continue to maintain their 
input into the Resource Church development process. 
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2 Introduction  
Inspired Futures is a three-year programme working with a number of churches in the North 
East of England to develop opportunities for heritage conservation, improvements to 
facilities and access, and explore potential for wider community use.  As part of the project, 
six churches received priority regeneration support from a team of consultants.  This report 
outlines the support provided to St Thomas’s church in Haymarket by the Churches 
Conservation Trust (CCT) Regeneration Team. 

2.1 Objectives of regeneration consultancy 

For the Stage 1 of Inspired Future (IF), the project development stage, 18 Way Forward 
reports were produced to support local church congregations as they consider or embark 
upon church development projects.   

Based on these reports and on a structured review of needs, opportunities and capacity, six 
sites out of the 18 were identified as priorities for detailed project activities.  The 12 other 
churches would continue to benefit from the project through mentoring and advisory support 
throughout the Inspired Futures project. See Group 2 Church Final Reports. 

The aim of the CCT regeneration team support was to deliver a programme of activities that 
help develop sustainable futures for a number of vulnerable historic church buildings with 
identified heritage and wider community engagement opportunities, and where there was a 
demonstrable demand from the church community to develop and change.  Through 
providing a high quality blend of expert input, experience sharing, capacity building and 
project planning know-how, the project aims to help manoeuvre the churches into a 
stronger and more sustainable position for the future.   

Working with the local volunteer groups, it was envisioned that the regeneration support 
would provide a suite of co-developed project documents tailored to each church to progress 
their plans for change and sustainability.  This included: 

 A range of developmental actions for regeneration and investment at all 6 sites e.g. 
outline concept designs, initial assessment of potential, wider public consultation. 

 Assessing income generation options, and governance and management models to 
support new and ongoing operations.    

 Develop stakeholder and partnership plans and help broker relationships with key 
partners.  

 Assess marketing needs and recommend ways to improve marketing offers of each 
church.  

 Implement heritage management recommendations. 

 Encourage best practice for all 6 sites, including developing effective briefs, asset 
maintenance planning, community engagement and consultation, and using heritage 
to engage audiences.   

 Facilitate volunteer development from the community – project activities will be 
designed to draw volunteers into the project. 

2.2 Methodology  

The project and consultants were in place to support the action of the church groups.  How 
and when that support would be best used, was to be become more apparent as the project 
developed, and therefore goals/objectives were set at three to six month intervals. 
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At the commencement of the IF project, the regeneration consultants had an inception 
meeting with each of the churches.  The purpose of the meeting was to: 

 Review recommendations outlined in the Way Forward reports and update on what 
has been achieved 

 Review the vision of the group for the church and any changes that have taken place 
since the close of Inspired North East and the beginning on Inspired Futures (period 
of 18 months),  

 Discuss a set of key priorities for the next 6 months for the group to work towards to 
start off the three-year programme.    

A plan for these priorities was set out and work programme established for each church.  
Face to face meetings were arranged three-six months (depending on church) to set, review 
or progress these priority areas.  In between there were email/phone correspondence 
available, document sharing (via Dropbox) and other in-person opportunities for mentoring 
at IF training events.   

2.3 Limitations 

Two members of the CCT Regeneration Team were assigned to the commission, with 
approximately 15 days of consultancy allocated to each group 1 church over a period of 
three years.  The travel to each church was substantial, meaning the consultants needed to 
utilise face to face meetings as much as possible.  There were a number of external factors 
(such as those discussed in section 5.1 below) that influenced the progress and output of 
the regeneration work. 

3 Acknowledgements 
The project relied on the co-ordination and joined-up expertise of the Inspired Futures 
delivery team, providing an experienced resource which all churches could benefit from. 

Thanks must go to all members of the St Thomas church group for their dedication, 
enthusiasm and vision to work towards a more sustainable future for their place of worship.   

 

4 Property Overview 
4.1 Site description 

St Thomas’ has an inner-city location within the South Jesmond ward of Newcastle.  The 
church stands in an open green space in Newcastle’s ‘Civic Quarter’ - which also contains the 
Civic Centre, The Great North Museum, The Royal Victoria Hospital and the Universities of 
Newcastle and Northumbria - and close to the northern limit of pedestrianized 
Northumberland Street, the City’s main retail parade. 

St Thomas’ is an unusual church in that it has no parish, making it in official parlance an 
extra- parochial peculiar church.  It was built as such in 1825-30 to the design of John 
Dobson, Newcastle’s most famous architect of the time. In 1837, he added galleries around 
three sides of the church to help accommodate the growing population of the city, and the 
church is now listed Grade II*.  Other key features include 

 Wrought iron gates to west porch in tower with cross-ribbed vault and high arches to 
aisles and nave’ 

 Four-stage tower has high moulded west arch, with triple nook shafts flanked by blind 
lancets under pierced sloping parapets.  
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 Interior features include ‘ribbed cross vaults to nave and aisles on slender quatrefoil 
piers. Galleries of 1827 on three sides, the west containing a new organ inserted in 
1960.  

4.2 Selection process of Group 1 churches  

The selection process to establish the six Group 1 churches took place at the close of the 
project development phase in stage 1. 

It was agreed that St Thomas’s Haymarket would benefit from the regeneration support.   In 
the absence of a parish, this church needed significant support to develop its capacity, to 
make more use of its heritage significance and to raise the profile of its unique location and 
social mission.  There was a Project Officer, but the post was due to come to an end.  The 
project has a lot of potential and a space for extended use, and to maintain momentum, 
there were a number of deliver short-term wins including de-cluttering, improved signage 
and a temporary exhibition system. 

Areas of support therefore would concentrate on: 

 Attention to care of heritage assets, this being what makes the space unique in its 
setting 

 Income generation planning - Update its current business plan: reviewing  the market 
and mapping user profile & delivery partners 

 Partnerships development – Facilitating and brokering new partners, from civic 
sectors and the university 

5 Progress against key areas of work  
From the Way forward report, the recommendations for Thomas’s were provided based on 
the churches current circumstance, and broken down into short term (6 six to 9 months) 
medium term (9 to 18 months) and long term (18 months plus).  See Appendix X for full 
executive summary. 

During the gap between Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the IF project, the group had done a great 
deal of work in delivering GPOW round 1 and developing a round 2 bid (with an additional 
funding application to the National Churches Trust) which included roof repair work, internal 
re-plastering and decoration of damaged areas, installation of toilets at the eastern end of 
the north aisle, and a heritage activity programme which included heritage display outputs 
and a closing celebration event. In principle, the fact that this project was in hand addressed 
immediate building related problems, kick started a wider activity and community 
engagement agenda, and gave the church the platform to more positively develop and 
frame its future development trajectory through the IF support process. 

The short to medium term recommendations were reviewed at the IF stage 2 meeting, 
taking into account the changes in situation since the Way Forward reports were completed, 
and items of work were prioritised and planned for delivery over the IF three-year 
programme. 

When considering the outputs and recommendations for St Thomas’s, it is important to note 
from the outset that the direction which the IF process was supporting was significantly 
affected by the Diocesan level decision (late 2018) that St Thomas’s would become a 
Resource Church for the Diocese of Newcastle. Resource Churches are an established Church 
of England model for church development designed to encourage and grow congregations by 
targeting young adults/professionals and families via an evangelical worship approach, and 
at the same time providing staffing resources which can be used to develop other nearby 
churches on a similar development journey. Developing business partnerships and wider 
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income generation is part of this process, and expanding the facilities of the church with 
additional spaces for activities, socialising, welcome etc. are core elements of the Resource 
Church package. It also relevant to note that because the creation of Resource Churches is a 
key strategic priority for the Church of England, it also means that major grant aid is 
available from the national church to facilitate such a project.  

In the case of St Thomas’s, the initial model is that the existing church community at St 
Thomas’s will continue alongside the Resource Church community, and the lead Priest for 
the Resource Church will also be the Master of St Thomas’s (this is now so). This does mean 
that the existing church community retains an individual identity, although in reality it is 
clear the future of the church will be closely tied to the Resource Church, and it is unclear 
how long that separate identity will exist in the long term.   

It should be emphasised that all this is a highly positive development for St Thomas’s and 
effectively delivers many of the aspirations in terms of sustainability and development – 
placing the church as a key community facility in the heart of Newcastle City centre - which 
Inspired Futures was supporting at the outset of the project. For example, there are 
ambitious plans in development to create a new ‘cloister’ space with additional facilities 
adjacent to the existing church (although these are subject to the permission process 
commensurate with a Grade 2* building), and significant funding is potentially available to 
enable this. However, the Resource Church does mean that much of the Inspired Futures 
development work is now less immediately relevant to the future of the church, although it 
is embedded within aspects of the new development trajectory for St Thomas’s.  

The table below outlines the recommendations which were identified as priorities by the 
church group at the start of the IF (2015), and the status of each at the end of the support 
programme (2019). These are inevitably now mediated through the transition to the 
Resource Church development process. 

 

Way forward recommendation 2015 Status of recommendation at project 
conclusion 2019 

Partnerships - Explore University 
partnership potential, what additional 
support Universities could provide to 
project/ project team. 

The potential for developing partnerships 
including with the universities remains very 
relevant to St Thomas’s, and the development of 
the new Resource Church spaces could 
strengthen the benefits and ‘offer’ in that 
respect. The recommendation is that this should 
be pursued as a key objective, and this will now 
happen through the Resource Church 
management process (and partnership is a key 
element of the Resource Church initiative) 

Repair works - review GPOW budget, 
scope of work and activity plan delivery 

This work has been completed via the eventual 
delivery of the Stage 2 GPOW/National Churches 
Trust funded project which was closely 
supported by IF, and a celebration event was 
held in Spring 2018. Other outstanding 
development issues which were being supported 
by IF – including lighting and heating 
replacement – have now been taken on within 
the wider building development programme 
associated with the Resource Church project. 
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Project development - development 
funding for business plan review; 
community open event in support of 
larger HLF grant application 

The Resource Church development has 
significantly altered the planning process for St 
Thomas’s, and as part of that detailed Business 
Planning and funding applications have been/are 
being prepared (although this work did not 
involve the Inspired Futures support process). 
The recommendation is for the St Thomas’s 
team to continue to work via the Resource 
Church to carry through these development 
processes. 

Project Governance - Need for greater 
clarity on interrelationships between the 
Trust, Charity, Church, existing 
membership and charitable objectives. 

The establishment of the Resource Church has 
involved a thorough review of governance 
procedures at St Thomas’s (building on the 
initial work that IF had supported), and parallel 
investigation of the actual ownership of the 
building and surrounding land (which also 
needed to be clarified). This has now been 
resolved, and clear arrangements put in place 
around both governance and ownership to 
facilitate the joint management arrangement 
between St Thomas’s and the Resource Church. 
It is recommended this situation is kept under 
regular review to ensure that the relationship of 
the existing church community and the Resource 
Church team is effectively maintained, and the 
joint role of the Resource Church leader/St 
Thomas’s Master will be key in this respect. 

Table 1 Key recommendations from Stage 1 Way Forward report 

5.1 Key challenges 

Capacity was always a key issue at St Thomas. The Churchwardens were longstanding and 
committed but also overstretched and two of them had health issues, leading to one 
eventually stepping down. The Master at the outset of the project was also the Chaplain of 
Newcastle University, and this dual role put very great demands on her time, and also 
impacted on the leadership of the project. That situation ultimately resulted in her 
retirement in Summer 2018, leaving the church in vacancy. The IF approach was to help the 
church address this problem through the development of partnerships, and while that was 
not fully realised through the IF process, it has now effectively been resolved by the creation 
of the Resource Church and the employment (paid and voluntary) of the Resource Church 
team.   

The capacity issues also did not help with the wider challenge of focussing on the longer 
term strategic development objectives alongside specific day to day management issues, 
and more particularly the delivery of the existing GPOW project. For much of the Inspired 
Futures Stage 2 support period it was difficult to get the group to see beyond the immediate 
demands of the GPOW project, and to find the ‘head space’ to think in more strategic and 
long term ways, and to address the core barriers to future development which the church 
faced. The consequence was that the IF Project Officer spent a lot of time supporting 
existing project delivery – although this was essential for the church, it did not of itself 
deliver the IF agenda. It also mean that the church found it difficult to engage with the 
support available via the Regeneration Consultants in particular, and this effectively meant 
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that less support was offered through this route in the mid stages of the project because it 
was proving difficult to make progress. In the end this issue was effectively ‘solved’ for St 
Thomas’s by the Resource Church development, but it is worth noting that this is a matter 
which continues to be relevant for many churches. 

St Thomas’s faced unusual and particularly complex governance arrangements linked to the 
‘Peculiar’ status of the church and the specific way in which church was founded in the 19th 
century. The actual ownership of the building was uncertain (and was not necessarily in the 
same ownership as the surrounding land, or the land on which it stood). Governance and 
finance arrangements are linked to a separate trust, with the day to day church team having 
no explicit status in that respect. This meant decision making was complicated and also 
raised issues around financial tracking and management which surfaced, for example, during 
the GPOW process and uncertainties around the allocated match funding. While IF was 
seeking to help the church to clarify these arrangements, they have now been resolved 
through the development of the Resource Church and the need to ensure the Resource 
Church was established on a secure legal footing. 

It was obvious from the outset of IF that new partnerships were essential to support St 
Thomas’s in the future, and a key development area was with the universities and Newcastle 
University in particular (whose main campus is closely adjacent to St Thomas’s). 
Unfortunately the dual role of the Master as Chaplain of the University tended to cloud this 
potential, and make it difficult to grasp the need for a broader strategic partnership 
approach which was of a different kind (and ambition) to existing links. Again, the 
establishment of the Resource Church and the ending of the Master/University Chaplain 
linkage has effectively resolved this, and it is likely that new relationships with the 
universities will be part of the evolving partnership package for the Resource Church.  

As has already been noted, the development of the Resource Church has been a big shift for 
St Thomas’s. While this has unquestionably been a very positive change for the church, it 
also created uncertainty along the way, and there was limited communication with different 
stakeholders (including the Inspired Futures project). This did effectively cut across the 
development strands that IF had been supporting, and there may be lessons for the future 
in how ‘top down’ initiatives of this kind are handled in relation to existing church 
communities and development support initiatives. 

5.2 Key successes 

The delivery of the Grants for Places of Worship project was a key success for the St 
Thomas’s team. This was a major undertaking for them, and at points during the process, 
notably when they were struggling to raise the match funding, it looked possible they might 
either abandon the project or fail to deliver it. IF was effective in helping them to overcome 
these obstacles, and the acceptance of the recommended need to employ a Project Manager 
to help with completion of the Stage 2 application and the subsequent project delivery was 
an important step. In addition to the important building repair elements, the installation of 
the toilets was transformative for the use of the building, and the activity and heritage work 
gave a significant impetus to unlocking new potential in the way the church was presented. 
So while IF did not set out to deliver an existing project, ultimately it was a key part of the 
support the church were able to engage with, and significantly improved the confidence of 
the team. 

The other primary achievement is the engagement with the Resource Church initiative. This 
was not easy for the church to connect with (partly for reasons of conflicting style and focus 
of worship to their established practice) even though it represented in practical terms a 
solution to many of the challenges which Inspired Futures had set out to address. The 
existing team showed both flexibility and foresight in working through this process, and the 
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result is a more secure future for St Thomas’s than seemed likely at the outset of the project 
(although there will be continuing challenges for the existing church team and congregation 
in living alongside the consequences of this very significant change).   

6 Programme of work 
The table below provides a summary of the support and work undertaken to help deliver 
the key recommendations for St Thomas’s church. 

Date Event Outcome/output 

September 
2016 

Inception meeting  Agreed areas of priority and action plan 
developed for the next six months 

October 2016 IF workshop – volunteer 
and heritage activity 
training  

 Church group members attended 
workshop  

November 
2016 

IF workshop - Informed 
change and consultant 
appointment 

 Church group members attended 
workshop 

January 2017 IF meeting – progress with 
heritage and evaluation 
consultant 

 Support provided by Tyne & Wear 
Building Preservation Trust to support 
GPOW bid 

February 2017 GPOW governance review  Agreed process for progressing the 
GPOW Stage 2 application and for 
realising the match funding required to 
complete this (National Churches 
Trust) 

March 2017 IF meeting – review 
statement of need and 
communications approach 
with Newcastle University 

 Re-focussed vision and agreed agenda 
to facilitate high level University 
contacts 

March 2017 IF workshop - Options 
Appraisal & Business 
Planning 

 Church group members attended 
workshop 

April 2017  IF workshop - Fundraising 
& Consultation 

 Church group members attended 
workshop 

2017-2019 Regular attendance of IF 
Project officer at bi-
monthly Building Group 
meetings  

 Focussed support for building 
development projects including the 
delivery of the GPOW initiative, and 
scoping of plans for lighting and 
heating replacements 

2016-19 Attendance at IF Training 
Programme events 

 Skills and confidence development, and 
significant input to shaping the 
Travelling Treasures exhibition 

July 2019 Hosted closing Inspired 
Futures conference 

 Inspired Futures conference supported 
and delivered 

Table 2 Summary of regeneration support and work 
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7 Key Project Outputs 
The table below lists the outputs achieved by the St Thomas, Haymarket church group and 
what the benefits of each of these outputs has or will be.   

Output Benefit 

GPOW project delivered Building made weathertight and key Quinquennial Inspection 
problems addressed 

Installation of toilets a major asset for the wider use of the 
building 

Activity programme delivered new display elements and 
unlocked new perspectives on how the church could attract 
new audiences 

Governance review (partly 
linked to Resource Church) 

Governance and ownership arrangements clarified, firm 
basis in this respect for future project development 

Engagement with Resource 
Church  

Major partnership which has transformed the future 
sustainability of the building, acted as a conduit to new 
investment in St Thomas’s, facilitated the preparation of a 
detailed Business Planning exercise for the development of 
St Thomas’s, and given the church a new future as a key 
community asset in Newcastle City Centre 

Learning from IF support 
programme 

New skills and confidence in the core St Thomas’s Church 
team, now additionally supported by the Resource Church 
infrastructure 

Partnership review In tandem with the Resource Church, has underpinned the 
potential to develop major new partnerships which will be a 
key part of the ongoing growth and development of St 
Thomas’s including financial and managerial sustainability 

Table 3 Outputs and benefits of the regeneration support 

8 Summary position 
At the outset of Inspired Futures Stage 2, there was clear potential for St Thomas’s to 
undergo transformative change. The location of the church in the heart of Newcastle City 
Centre and at the junction of the civic, university and commercial areas of Newcastle 
presented obvious opportunities. At the same time, the existing development process, 
including past ambitions to significantly develop the building and the GPOW project then in 
process, gave a basis to begin that journey. 

Inspired Futures focussed its efforts on a number of key development areas – partnerships, 
governance and vision development – which were essential to this transition. Although 
progress was made (and the GPOW project was successfully delivered), conflicting pressures 
and capacity issues proved to be significant problems with developing this agenda. 

The designation of St Thomas’s as a Resource Church in 2018, while creating some issues 
for the existing church community (and not initially meshing with the work of Inspired 
Futures), has had a major impact on the future prospects of St Thomas’s. In effect, the 
Resource Church process has addressed many of the issues which Inspired Futures was 
supporting St Thomas’s to overcome, including governance, management capacity and 
clarity of vision leading to a coherent forward plan. The Resource Church also means that 
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significant resource is now available to support the future care and re-development of the 
building, and longstanding projects including pew removal and heating replacement are now 
underway. 

At this point, it appears that St Thomas’s therefore has a secure future and way forward 
with a defined and ambitious basis for growing community engagement with the building. 
While Inspired Futures was not the fundamental cause of that, it is nevertheless a 
satisfactory output that this point has been reached. 

Future development of the church is now closely linked to the Resource Church, and the key 
recommendation at this point is for the St Thomas’s team (who will maintain their separate 
identity and service schedule alongside the Resource Church) to continue to maintain their 
input into the Resource Church development process. 
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Executive summary  

 
St Thomas’s Church is  a Grade II* listed church in the Haymarket area of Newcastle. The 
church has long been viewed as a sanctuary for the vulnerable and dispossessed and a 
place where people can get access to support and friendship.  
 
St Thomas’s Church is unusual in that it is not at the centre of a Parish from which its 
members are drawn, so it does not have a Parochial Church Council (PCC).   Instead, its 
overall management is in the hands of St Thomas’s Action Group which like a PCC, is 
made up of the incumbent, Wardens and church members.  The detailed development of 
the Project, however, is managed by a Building Group, supported by a Fund Raising 
Group, both of which report back to the Action Group.   So, when the Action Group is 
mentioned in the text below, it means the PCC equivalent. 
 
The Building Group have been developing an extended use scheme of the site for a 
number for years  in order to maintain and expand the existing use of the church and 
continue to affect transformative change in peoples lives: Phase 1 of the extended use 
project – the creation of a new meeting space in the north-east vestry and installation of 
biomass boiler –  was completed in 2015. 
 
The Building Group have commissioned concept designs and a business plan for the site. 
However recent changes to the funding of external user groups built into the business 
plan projections require the plan to be reviewed. The Building Group is now at a point 
where they need to move forward and develop the next phase of the project and requires 
support to achieve this. The project has huge potential to deliver long term social 
outcomes for local people and the Building Group is committed to developing the 
project. However the Group are aware that recruiting new volunteers to assist with the 
development and delivery of the project is a key priority.  
 
The executive summary provides a view on the priority actions for both the Action and 
Building Groups.  These actions have been summarised into short, medium and long term 
actions. They should be read alongside the full report and ideally the actions 
recommended within the document should all be addressed through an action plan – but 
the following are seen as the most important priorities. An appendix provides links to 
further guidance on the specific reports and processes suggested and, where possible, 
relevant examples.    
 
The Building Group is encouraged to discuss these recommendations and come to an 
agreed view on the priorities. An important outcome should be the implementation of the 
actions in this executive summary. Actions are more defined in the short and medium 
term, because as the project evolves different actions will arise from the earlier work.      
 
Short term  

 Project Officer - approach PICA to see if financial support is an option to extend 
the Project Officer post; 

 Revenue funding  - depending on future of Project Officer funding, explore 
funding options for ongoing project support (whether a new application to PICA or 
elsewhere); 

 Additional support - Identify areas of support the Action Group require; 
 Volunteer opportunity - based on this list contact the Universities of Newcastle 

and Northumbria to explore opportunities of securing volunteer support for the 
next academic year; 

 Professional mentoring and advice - contact the City Council to see if any 
people resource could be donated to support the project; 

 Register the project - with www.timebank.org; 
 Case for Support - review and create a new Case for Support for the project. 
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Medium term  

 Approach local businesses - based on list of support required identify local 
businesses to approach who could support the project by providing mentoring 
and support, non cash contributions, funding. Use the Case for Support to inform 
these discussions; 

 Project costs - seek funding (e.g. HLF Start up Grant) to pay for an up to date cost 
appraisal of Phases 2 and 3 of the project; 

 Business planning - undertake a review of the business plan taking into account 
changes in the funding status of prospective business users; 

 Define social impact - continue discussions with social justice agencies in the 
area to better define the community offer and social impact of the project; 

 Prepare a project enquiry form (e.g. to the Heritage Lottery Fund) and begin to 
develop a round 1 bid. 

 
 
Longer term  

 Consider submitting a funding application – e.g. round 1 bid to the Heritage 
Lottery Fund.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


